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What’s wrong with the 
Internet of Things? 
!

!

Why should we start with the 
Things and build up? 
!

!

How can we do this? 
(3 case studies)



Glowing plastic boxes, time series 
databases, 2001 Toyota Camrys, 

Apple flop, Double-diamonds, 
Stairlifts, Naps, Rapping old people,  

Talking bollards, Cyclists  



Might be 
able to sell 
to Google

What’s wrong with the 
Internet of Things?



Works on 
Kickstarter

Might be 
able to sell 
to Google

User Cases

What’s wrong with the IoT?

Platforms

New Products

Solves an actual 
problem for someone



Works on 
Kickstarter

New Products

Solves an actual 
problem for someone



Caucasian or Asian males 
aged between 18 and 34 

who went to college 
!

www.quantcast.com/kickstarter.com/demographics

http://www.quantcast.com/kickstarter.com/demographics


OFMG I can switch on my Grumpy Cat 
side light with my iPhone! I’m so 
glad I backed this on Kickstarter

I can even do it 
from Paris!



How about  
a bizarrely shaped,  

WiFi connected, 
glowing plastic  

box?



Works on 
Kickstarter

Might be 
able to sell 
to Google

Glowing Plastic 
Boxes!



Might be 
able to sell 
to Google

This whole IoT thing  
would be a lot easier if 
everyone had a time 
series database to  
work with



Might be 
able to sell 
to Google

Lock yourself 
into our IoT platform 
and optimize your 

world



This whole IoT thing  
would be a lot easier if 
everyone had a time 
series database to  
work with 
again



The platform is not 
the difficult bit





Might be 
able to sell 
to Google

Why should we start with the 
Things and build up?



Might be 
able to sell 
to Google

‘Things’ last a 
long time
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The average age of a car 
registered in January 2013 
was 11.4 years



Car  
11+  years

Refrigerator 
14 years

Washing 
Machine 
12 years

Microwave 
8  years

Smartphone 
2 years

Average Lifespan of some ‘Things’

23rd  annual portrait of the U.S. appliance industry



Might be 
able to sell 
to Google

Our relationship 
to ‘Things’ takes 

even longer
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Image by Blake Patterson



1993 
6%

1996 
16%

1998 
25%

1999 
31%

2007 
82%

2003 
55%
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able to sell 
to Google



Identify a user case 
(design research) 
!

!

Design a service 
and validate it 
!

!

User test  
and iterate



‘Thing’ #2













Accessibility 
+ 

Street Design 
+ 

Hip Hop







www.youtube.com/watch?v=lpwboQxVJtg

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lpwboQxVJtg








www.youtube.com/watch?v=z86TAFzwzi4

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z86TAFzwzi4






‘Thing’ #3

















Might be 
able to sell 
to Google

Clever City Principles: 
!

Build the simplest system that 
solves the problem for the users 

!

Collect as few data as are  
required to do this



Identify a user case 
(design research) 
!

!

Design a service 
and validate it 
!

!

User test  
and iterate
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